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Mini Electric Lab Furnace 

   
 
Product Introduce: 

EI-F1100M Mini Chamber Electric Lab Furnace is new developed type of high temperature furnace, small 
volume, light weight, it is convenient for every person hold one set; it is adopted imported resistance mixed 
molybdenum as heated element; it adopts the dual shell structure and intelligent auto-control temperature 
system, the chamber is adopted the polycrystalline alumina fiber, it is equipped with cooling system 
between the dual shell, which can rise and cool swiftly; this furnace possesses the advantage of temperature 
uniform field, handy operation, temperature rising and cooling swift. 
 
Main Function & Features: 

1. Furnace chamber adopted imported alumina polycrystalline fiber materials, effective insulation and 
energy-saving; Heating elements used high quality alloy wire 0Cr27Al7Mo2 

2. Furnace door can be designed side open or under open as requirement; open the door and power cut off 
automatically. 

3. Reserved 485 converter interface, can remote control of single or multiple furnaces through software 
and Internet, real-time tracking, history recorder, and output statements; can install the paperless 
recording device for data storage and output. 

4. Over-temperature alarm and power failure, leakage protection, safe and reliable operation. 
 

 
Main Applications: 

For College, institutes, industrial and enterprises doing powder sintering, sintering of ceramics, high 
temperature experiments, and quality inspected. It is suitable for every one hold it for experiment, 
convenient and speedy. 

 
Side Door 
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Technical Parameter: 

Model EI-F1100M 

Chamber Size   100 (D) x 100 (W) x 100 (H) mm  

Overall Size 300 (D) x 320 (W) x 420 (H) mm 

Furnace Door Side open or Under Open 

Heating Elements 0Cr27A17Mo2 alloy wire 

Working Temperature ≤1000°C 

Maximum Temperature 1050°C 

Temperature Control Mode 
The temperature control system adopted artificial intelligence 

technology, with PID regulation, self-tuning capabilities, and can  
be prepared a variety of heating and cooling program 

Maximum Temperature Rising Rate <30°C/min 

Constant Temperature Accuracy ±1°C 

Temperature Measuring Element N mode thermocouple 

Power Supply Single Phase AC220V, 50Hz 

Rated Power  1 kW 

Weight 25kg 

Standard Accessories: Crucible tongs and Oven Glove each one piece 

Optional Accessories All kinds of Corundum, Quartz Crucible, Computer Control 
Software and Paperless Recorder, etc. 
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HIGH QUALITY CHAMBER 
Furnace chamber adopted alumina polycrystalline fiber materials, effective insulation and energy-saving; 
heating elements used high quality alloy wire 0Cr27A17Mo2 

 
 

 

DATA COMMUNICATION 
Reserved 485 converter interface, can control of single or multiple furnaces through software, real-time 
tracking, data memory, output statements; can install the paperless recording device for data storage and 
output as well. 
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PAPERLESS RECORDER 
To input or output the data, you can install the Paperless Recorder. 

 
 

SAFETY PROTECTION 
Over-heat temperature alarm and power failure, leakage protection, safety and reliable. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


